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Well, now there is a web site that will answer
that question for you.

Motorcycles are manufactured to a one-size-
fits-all. But as we all know, that is rarely the
case, unless your body is exactly that of the
average "Joe" (or "Jane"). Obviously some
motorcycles are meant for a specific category of
riders, like the BMW GS dual-purpose bike is
really meant for reasonably tall people.

But even then, you can be very
uncomfortable on a motorcycle. So it's clear,
that not every motorcycle is meant for you.
Your size and other measurements will dictate
which bike you should ride.

And now that we’re in our high-tech
computerized world there is a website that
takes a lot of the guess work out of seeing how
you’re going to fit on that new touring bike.

Cycle-Ergo.com is a nifty website that
allows you to enter some specific
measurements about yourself (height, inseam,
arm straightness, etc). Then go and pick out the
motorcycle you are interested in, and the site
draws out a picture with you sitting on that
bike, showing you your position, knee bend
angle and forward lean angle. You'll now see
how you fit on the bike. How cool is that?

Check out the web site and see how you’re
going to fit on that new Ducati Monster! Come
to think about it, maybe they should add waist
size to their diagrams… or not!

Is that new bike you’re dreaming about going to fit you?

Triumph ThunderbirdDucati Monster

Above is their rendition of my measurements and how I
would fit on a Honda Fury, below is the same bike but
with my feet on the ground. (Yeah, okay, I may be a
little bigger around the middle than that, but you get the
picture…)


